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FINAL EXAMINATION 
(Total Time: 3 hours, 45 minutes)

General Instructions

1.  	Please answer each of the four questions in a different blue book or on a separate 
typed page.   Remember to number each blue book or typed page, and to write 	your anonymous 
exam number on the cover of each blue book or in the corner of each typed 	page.  The exam 
has 7 total pages; make sure your copy includes all the pages.

2.  	This is an open-book examination. You may refer to any outside sources. 

3. 	You will have 3 hours and 45 minutes to answer the entire exam.  I have indicated 	approximate time allocations for each question (with 15 minutes to spare), and my grading calculations will be weighted accordingly.  Think quality and clarity, not quantity!  Extra time spent 
organizing your answers and writing legibly is time well spent.

4. 	Your answer should apply the law as necessary and appropriate.  Refer or describe legal 	authorities only in the detail necessary to make your point.  Do not discuss unnecessary legal principles.  If additional facts are necessary to address any issue, make the appropriate 	assumptions and state them in your answer.  Do not create unnecessary facts.

5. 	I will make visits to the exam room in case there are any administration problems.  Do not 	contact me (or another student) for assistance with a question.  Deal with any ambiguities or 	uncertainties in a question by referring to them in your answer.

6.	When you are finished, place your additional blue books inside your first blue book.  	Make sure you have signed the pledge, and place the entire package in the boxes in the front 	of the classroom.

7.	Thank you for a wonderful semester, and good luck!
	

General Fact Applicable to All Questions

	Unless otherwise expressly stated in the question, all events occurred in the State of 
Oliwood, which has adopted in its criminal code all relevant provisions of the Model Penal 
Code.
Question 1 (75 Minutes)

	Walter Wonel and Fred Firsyear are best friends and law students at Oliwood State University.  
They often have a beer together at a local bar after classes, and most weekends include a party with 
drinking.  However, to do their best on finals, Walter and Fred decided to give up drinking during the two-week exam period, and agreed to celebrate the end of the exams by going bar-hopping.

	As they made post-exam plans, Fred said to Walter it would be nice to find some place to sleep in 
the Brewery District so they could celebrate without having to worry about driving home safely.  Walter 
told Fred that his parents owned a Recreational Vehicle (an RV) which had sleeping quarters.  Walter said 
his parents might not lend the RV to him to facilitate heavy partying, but he would see what he could work 
out.  Fred was happy to see a huge RV parked near the law building as he headed in to take his last exam.  
When Fred asked how he got the RV, Walter replied, “I told my parents we wanted to take a road trip and 
asked for money for a hotel.  They said take the RV.” 

	After finishing Professor Meanie’s six-hour exam, Walter and Fred headed to the RV.  Fred was 
pleased to see that Walter had stocked the RV’s refrigerator with liquor.  The pair had a few drinks with 
friends in the RV before going anywhere.  After consuming a few beers, Fred said, “It’s 5pm, I’m starving, 
and we’d better drive downtown while we still can.”  Walter asked if Fred wanted to drive the RV to the 
Brewery District.  Fred responded, “Nah, I’m used to driving little cars.  Plus, I doubt your parents would 
like me taking the wheel with the good buzz I have going.”

	As Walter drove downtown, Fred made a pitcher of “Long Island Ice Tea,” a concoction with four 
hard liquors and various mixers.  After Walter parked the RV in a lot near his favorite brew pub, Fred 
handed him a drink and said, “It’s a good thing this RV is big enough to find no matter how drunk we get 
tonight.”  Walter raised his glass and said, “Yeah, I think we’ve figured out the perfect way to party,” and 
both friends quickly downed a large glass of Long Island Ice Tea.

	Once inside their favorite pub, Walter and Fred shared plates of chicken wings and nachos, as well 
as a pitcher of beer.  They then saw some students from the law school celebrating near the bar, and Walter 
and Fred treated them to a bottle of champagne.  After drinking some champagne with these students, 
Walter said, “I’m exhausted and past my limit.”  Fred responded, “Don’t be a wimp.  I know you can 
handle a few more.”  Walter said, “Okay, but I am not feeling great.”  Fred responded, “I guess we need to 
switch drinks,” and he then ordered a round of tequila shots for the group.

	Walter and Fred each downed two shots of tequila in under twenty minutes.  After his second 
tequila shot, Walter said, “I can’t take anymore.  I’ve got to head back to the RV.”  Fred responded, 
“Walter, you’ve become a lightweight.  Well, I’ll walk with you to make sure you get back safely.”  As 
they headed back to the RV, Walter stumbled in the parking lot and skinned his hands breaking his fall.  
Fred, who had also stumbled but managed to stay upright, chuckled, “It’s a good thing you’re drunk or that 
might have hurt.”  Walter responded, “Shut up, I really don’t feel right.”

	Fishing the keys to the RV out of Walter’s coat pocket, Fred unlocked the door and helped Walter 
into the RV’s main compartment.  Walter headed to the RV’s sleeping area, but vomited on the bed before being able to lay down.  Shocked because he had never seen Walter sick from drinking, Fred said, “Your 
parents aren’t going to be happy about that.”  Walter mumbled, “Yeah, my parents will kill both of us if we 
leave this RV a mess, and I should kill you for making me drink so much.”

	Walter then fell to the floor of the RV, and Fred saw more vomit ooze from Walter’s mouth as he 
lay face down.  Fred tried to carry Walter to the bathroom, but he was heavy and unresponsive.  Fearing 
Walter might have alcohol poisoning, Fred starting looking frantically for a telephone to call 911.  Failing 
to find a phone inside the RV (and failing to see the pay phone that was nearby outside), Fred decided he 
had to try to drive Walter to the hospital.

	Realizing he was not in great shape to drive, Fred splashed his face with water before climbing into 
the RV’s driver seat.  Fred started the RV, and struggled with the vehicle’s large steering wheel as he 
navigated out of the parking lot.  Driving as fast as could, Fred turned onto Main Street which he knew led 
to the closest hospital.  As he approached a major intersection, Fred saw a traffic light ahead of him turn 
yellow.  Fred slammed on the RV’s brakes in order to stop for the light.  

	Unfortunately, Fred could not stop the RV before it skidded into the intersection.  A car crossing 
the intersection had to swerve violently to avoid the RV, and that car struck a teenager riding through the 
intersection on a bicycle.  With the swerved car and fallen bicyclist blocking his path, Fred realized he 
could not continue to the hospital and he slumped in his seat trying to gather himself.  
	A pedestrian nearby called 911, and the police and two ambulances were on the scene in minutes.  
Fred called one set of paramedics into the RV and said Walter had alcohol poisoning.  The paramedics 
carried Walter to the ambulance, while the police demanded Fred take a Breathalyzer test. That test 
determined Fred had a blood alcohol concentration (BAC) of .21.  Meanwhile, another set of paramedics 
were attending to the fallen bicyclist.  Unfortunately, the teenager had suffered severe head trauma and 
died on the scene.  (Walter ultimately had his stomach pumped, and doctors determined that he actually 
had food poisoning contracted from a bad chicken wing.  Walter made a full recovery in about a day and 
likely would have done so even without any medical help.)

	The police arrested Fred on the scene and suggested he was responsible for the teenage bicyclist’s 
death.  The following day, the local Oliwood prosecutor told Fred that he was considering charging Fred 
with some grade of homicide, driving while intoxicated, and also unauthorized use of a motor vehicle.  
Fred has come to you for advice concerning potential liability on such charges.  He gives you the following 
statutory provisions provided to him by the prosecutor:

Oliwood Criminal Code § 888: Driving While Intoxicated
No person shall knowingly operate a motor vehicle with his or her facilities impaired by the consumption of 
alcohol.  Operating a motor vehicle with a BAC of .10 or greater is a third-degree felony; operating a motor 
vehicle with a BAC of .20 or greater is a second-degree felony.

Oliwood Criminal Code § 223.9: Unauthorized Use of a Motor Vehicle
A person commits a misdemeanor by operating another’s motor vehicle without consent of the owner.  It is 
an affirmative defense to prosecution under this section that the actor reasonably believed that the owner 
would have consented to the operation had he known of it.

	Fred Firsyear has retained you to defend him against possible charges brought by the Oliwood prosecutor under Oliwood law.  He has asked you to prepare a memorandum which discusses and candidly 
assesses his potential criminal liability (1) for any and all homicide charges, (2) for any charges brought 
pursuant to Oliwood Criminal Code § 888, and (3) for any charges brought pursuant to Oliwood Criminal 
Code § 223.9.  Fred wants your memo to review both his possible liability and also any claims or defenses 
that might be raised that could limit his criminal liability.


Question 2 (35 Minutes)

	You are a lawyer in the office of the Ohio Attorney General, and the Attorney General has asked 
for a memo from you concerning what homicide charges could be filed when the person responsible for the 
shootings along Interstate 270 is caught.  In giving you this assignment, the Attorney General explains that 
the District Attorney for Franklin County will be the person responsible for making the ultimate decision 
about how to prosecute these crimes.  However, the Ohio Attorney General thinks that the Franklin County 
District Attorney might ultimately ask his office for advice on this matter, and also that it will be important 
for his office to be prepared to answer questions from the media about Ohio law once the shooter is caught.

	The Attorney General reminds you of the basic facts of this case (as of December 9):

A task force investigating the shootings have identified 14 incidents that appear to be related.  Most of the 
shootings have been at vehicles driving on Interstate 270, but evidence indicates that whoever is responsible 
has also shot at a school building in the dead of night.  These shootings have produced one fatality so far, as 
the gunman on November 25 fatally shot Gail Knisley as she rode in a car on the Outerbelt of I-270.  Her 
death led to the discovery of other vehicle shootings along a five-mile stretch of I-270.  Most of the 
shootings were in October and November, but they stretch back to May. 

Before Knisley’s death, there had been no injuries, so authorities — Columbus police, the Franklin County 
Sheriff’s Office, the State Highway Patrol — hadn’t linked the shootings.  Through ballistics evidence, 
authorities have now conclusively linked the person responsible for killing Gail Knisley to at least four shots 
which entered other vehicles and also to a shot fired through a window at Hamilton Central Elementary 
School on November 11.  The vehicle shootings have occurred at various times in the day, while the school 
shooting occurred in the middle of the night when no one was in the building. Other than Gail Knisley’s 
death, no one has been physically hurt.

	The Attorney General has asked that your memo apply and consider only Ohio homicide law, and 
that it have three central parts: (1) a discussion of what homicide charges could be brought as a result of 
the shooting death of Gail Knisley; (2) a discussion of whether any attempted homicide charges could be 
brought in response to the random shooting of a car when no injury occurred, and (3) a discussion of 
whether any attempted homicide charges could be brought in response to the shooting at Hamilton Central 
Elementary School on November 11.

	In giving you this assignment, the Ohio Attorney General explains that he wants your memo to 
explore only possible homicide and attempted homicide charges under Ohio law (other lawyers are 
exploring what other kinds of criminal charges might be available in this case).  In addition, the Attorney General wants your memo not only to explain what homicide and attempted homicide charges might be 
legally available, but also to discuss what challenges or difficulties prosecutors might have in proving such 
charges in court.  In other words, the Attorney General wants your memo to explain not only what charges 
a prosecutor might bring, but also what charges would likely lead to a criminal conviction.

For purposes of this question, assume only a lone gunman is involved in these crimes.  In addition, 
even if an alleged perpetrator has been apprehended or new facts developed this week, you should 
answer this question based on the basic facts provided above. 




Question 3 (70 Minutes)
		
	Sam Scalper is a licensed ticket broker in Ohio: he earns a living purchasing tickets to popular 
sporting events and concerts and reselling them at raised prices after these events sell out.  Sam always 
does some of his strongest business during the bowl season when many fans are eager to go see their 
favorite team in a bowl game and the number of tickets available to the public are limited.

	Sam recently acquired 100 tickets to the Panera Bread Bowl game between Ohio Tech College and 
Oliwood State University, scheduled to be played at Wonder Stadium in the state of Oliwood.  Sam paid 
$200 for each ticket, which was the official (face value) price.  Sam expected to earn a tidy sum from the 
resale of these tickets; this game was the first bowl in many years for Ohio Tech and Wonder Stadium is 
near the Ohio-Oliwood border, only a short drive from many parts of Ohio.

	A cautious businessman, Sam thought to check if Oliwood has laws about ticket resales which 
might impact his authority to resell Panera Bread Bowl tickets.  (Ohio has no general prohibitions against 
ticket resales, although Ohio law authorizes local jurisdictions to regulate scalping.  Sam always ensures 
that he complies with all local resale laws and regulations throughout Ohio.)  Through internet research, 
Sam discovered that Oliwood recently enacted the following provision: 

Oliwood Criminal Code § 654.321: Prohibition on Scalping Tickets On-Site
It is a violation of Oliwood law to resell, or try to resell, tickets on any street, sidewalk, or parking area near 
a stadium or entertainment venue in this state; except a person may resell tickets originally purchased for 
personal use at no greater than the official (face value) ticket price.

	Sam asked his lawyer if this provision might limit his right to resell Panera Bread Bowl tickets.  His 
lawyer responded: “My research shows this law does not apply to licensed ticket brokers.”  Sam thereafter 
placed advertisements in Ohio and Oliwood newspapers, and he was able to sell through phone orders 90 
of his 100 tickets at prices ranging from $400 to $500 each.

	Sam decided to save his last ten tickets for sale on location at Wonder Stadium in Oliwood on the 
day of the big game.  Eager to be at the stadium early, Sam drove his car to Oliwood late in the evening the 
night before the game.  Sam reached Wonder Stadium around 4am on game day, parked in the stadium’s 
largest lot, and slept in his car for a few hours.  With the coming of daybreak, Sam awoke to discover that many fans had already started tailgating in the parking lot. 	Sam then walked around the lot asking if 
anyone needed tickets.  

	Sam was approached by a large man wearing an Oliwood State sweatshirt and holding a beer.  The 
large man said, “I’m Bruiser and I want to know how much for your tickets, pipsqueak?”  Unhappy to be 
teased about his stature, Sam replied, “I’m sorry, big boy, I only sell to Ohio Tech fans.”  Bruiser replied, 
“Don’t be a jerk.  I need those tickets, and I’ll give you two choices: you can sell your tickets to me or I 
can punch you in the face and go somewhere else.”  Annoyed by the petty threat, Sam said, “You just 
increased the price of the tickets, fatso.  Though I might sell to an Ohio Tech fan for $500, the price for 
you just went up to $1000 per ticket.”  Taking a swig of his beer, Bruiser gave Sam a shove and then said 
in an agitated tone, “Are you looking for trouble?  I used to play for Oliwood State, and I can get a dozen 
guys my size here to help convince you to sell me those tickets.  If you are trying to be funny, it ain’t 
working; if you are serious, you better be a fast runner because I am ready to put a hurt on you.”
	Realizing Bruiser was very drunk, Sam tried to calm matters by saying, “Relax, I’m just doing my 
job here.  I’ll sell you two tickets for $400, but I need to go get the tickets from my car.”  Bruiser said, 
“That’s better, little man, but I want to buy all the tickets you have.  Let’s both go back to your car to talk 
more, and maybe I’ll call over some old teammates to help with the negotiation.”

	Sam was troubled by Bruiser’s tone and was also worried about being bullied into selling all his 
tickets for less money than he thought he could get.  And Bruiser’s comment about “teammates” reminded 
Sam of his high school days when he was teased and often physically abused by football players.  Sam 
said, “Wait here and I’ll come back with your tickets.”  Bruiser replied, “I don’t want you running off, so 
I’ll just keep you company as we get those tickets.”

	As Sam walked back to his car he felt he was in enemy territory: he noticed many people wearing 
Oliwood State sweatshirts waving at Bruiser.  Upon reaching the passenger side of his car, Sam unlocked 
the door and jumped into the passenger’s seat of his car.  Bruiser held the car door open while Sam looked 
in the glove compartment. 

	Once opening the glove compartment, Sam grabbed the hand-gun he kept for protection rather than 
the game tickets.  Waiving the gun in front of Bruiser, Sam said, “Leave me alone!  I am not selling to you, 
and I don’t want any trouble.”  Bruiser responded by yelling to a group tailgating nearby, “We have a joker 
from Ohio Tech here who needs a lesson on sales.”  Bruiser then reached toward Sam into the passenger 
compartment of the car, apparently trying to take the gun from Sam.

	With a panicked look in his eyes, Sam pointed the gun at Bruiser and said, “How about I give you a 
ticket to the hospital?” Sam then fired one shot into the upper thigh of Bruiser at point blank range.  
Bruiser fell to the ground a few feet from Sam’s car and was howling in pain, but then he seemed to start to 
move back toward Sam’s car.  Fearing that Bruiser was still coming after him, Sam fired another shot 
toward Bruiser and said “Or perhaps you’d just like a ticket to the morgue.”  This second shot went 
through Bruiser’s torso and he began to bleed profusely.  

	An ambulance and police were immediately called, but they were unable to get to the scene quickly 
because of all the game traffic and the crowded parking lot.  The ambulance arrived about 30 minutes after 
the shooting, but by that time Bruiser has lost too much blood.  He died on the scene.  Still sitting shaken in his car, Sam was identified as the shooter and arrested by the police.  Sam told the police he did not mean 
to kill anyone, he was just scared and was only trying to disable Bruiser.

	You are a prosecutor in Oliwood, and your supervisor has contacted you because he knows you are 
an expert in the homicide laws of both Ohio and Oliwood.  He has asked you to write a detailed  memo 
explaining the possibilities for, and the challenges posed by, trying to convict Sam of homicide (1) in 
Oliwood and (2) in Ohio.  Your supervisor wants your memo to discuss the range of homicide possibilities 
in both jurisdictions because, since Sam is an Ohio resident and these events transpired near the 
Ohio/Oliwood border, Sam might possibly be prosecuted in either jurisdiction.  

	In giving you this assignment, your supervisor also asks you to discuss briefly whether Sam can 
also be prosecuted for violating § 654.321, Oliwood’s law against on-site ticket scalping.  (Your supervisor 
explains that Sam got bad advice from his lawyer; that law applies to everyone selling tickets in Oliwood.)  
Your supervisor stresses that he wants your memo to focus principally on the homicide possibilities, and 
yet still wants this ticket scalping issue briefly covered.


Question 4 (30 Minutes)

	You are an aid to an Oliwood state representative, I.M. Sensibal, who has decided that Oliwood has 
gone far too long without revising its rape provisions to account for modern sexual realities and 
sensibilities.  Representative Sensibal has asked you to write a memorandum in which you discuss how 
rape law should be defined in modern times and which also makes some specific recommendations for a 
modern model penal provision for the crime of rape.  

	Specifically, Representative Sensibal would like your memorandum to articulate exactly what you 
think should be the actus reus and the mens rea of crime of rape.  In giving you this assignment, 
Representative Sensibal has explained that Oliwood has an array of new civil laws and updated criminal 
prohibitions to deal with modern problems like sexual harassment and with inappropriate sexual conduct 
between adults and minors.  But, explains Representative Sensibal, Oliwood still has not revised its laws to 
“modernize” its most serious sexual offense, namely the crime of rape.  In other words, your task is not to 
draft a comprehensive set of new sexual offenses for Oliwood; rather, you are just to start to give definition 
to the most serious sexual offense, rape, and to do so by articulating what you think should be the actus 
reus and the mens rea of this crime.

	Critically, Representative Sensibal has told you that your memo should include at least some direct 
reference to the classic theories of punishment in the course of explaining and justifying your view of what 
should be the actus reus and the mens rea of the crime of rape. 
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